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Status
 Closed

Subject
Stop indent thread discussion at some point (comments replies)

Version
24.x
25.x (future, currently trunk)

Category
- Usability
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Developer Training
- Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature

Comment

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Keep informed
Adrien

Lastmod by
Adrien

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ?

Description
As you can see in this comment's item, the discussions comes to a point it is hard to read and most of the screen space is wasted.

https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=7838&threadId=9696

We should add a new preferences so we can limit indentation on thread reply.
It should be optional
It should be have a threshold field (after 5 replies stop indenting)
It should be set "enable" by default (with 5 replies)
It is important to test with a setting of 2 (after the first post, all replies have the same single step indent)

This happens on comments under or added to another feature, not in forums.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
7907

Created
Monday 01 November, 2021 07:42:23 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Monday 15 August, 2022 17:26:05 GMT-0000

Comments

Adrien 29 Apr 22 21:22 GMT-0000

Hi Bernard,

Please, can you give some clarifications to the description ?

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 02 May 22 08:31 GMT-0000

Hello Adrien,

Does that clarify (ha ha ha) ?
https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=7838&threadId=9696#threadId9715

After 5 indent, we should stop indent (this is quit a lot, look at the discussion) and stop pushing the content at the bottom of the page and shrink it in a way it is un-readable.
We could also add a start (left in that case) border to the comment to insure reader are aware those are replies from.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 24 May 22 09:36 GMT-0000

Do we need a new preference for fixing this issue ?
In my opinion there no need. Should you be on Desktop or Mobile after 5 replies it become bad already and make Tiki look like an unfinished product. Plus it is really a bad reading experience. We should just do it, period.

Eventually a pref could set the number of replies before we stop indent. But it look to me like extra work/maintenance.

Adrien 24 May 22 12:51 GMT-0000

I think it would be a plus to have a preference that manages the number of reply before indent and allows users to manage this according to their use case.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 25 May 22 07:24 GMT-0000

I was trying to make it simple Adrien, but yes that would be great. Using a value, 0 (no indent) and -1 (all indented - the mess we have actually []) could be acceptable. While default should be set to 5 (or close)

Emmanuel Masikilizano> Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 01 Jun 22 07:53 GMT-0000

Replied to I was trying... So if the value is set to -1 then we should check the indentation limit (while default should be set to 5) ?

Adrien 15 Aug 22 17:25 GMT-0000

Tested and merged https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/1614
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